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Introduction

Still relatively new at many educational institutions, Digital Scholarship and Data Services Librarian positions frequently require the appointees to find novel ways of expanding current services and exploring new initiatives. To better understand the needs of our institution, we initiated two information gathering processes involving faculty, our key stakeholders. We will share what we learned as we developed and conducted our 2017 digital scholarship needs assessment survey, which preceded 24 in-depth interviews with faculty members, and the larger trends that emerged from the survey as well as the themes uncovered by the interview process. Each of these research strategies made a distinct contribution to our understanding of the services needed, and proved to be useful tools as we tried to simultaneously develop a network and understand the faculty culture at DePaul. Although every institution's context is unique, both methods of collecting information provided insights which should be helpful in a variety of contexts.

The Digital Scholarship and Data Services Librarian positions were established in 2015 in response to several new initiatives at DePaul, including the formation of Studio χ, a new center for faculty whose research lies at the intersection of humanities and computer science; the formation of a cross-college collaboration task force, and a number of new programs exploring the use of “big data.” Externally, the need for positions supporting data and digital humanities was also highlighted in the ACRL Research Planning and Review Committees April 2013 Environmental Scan, which noted, “an explosion of DH centers, an increase of grant funding available for DH work, and an increase in the number of conference sessions focusing on DH,” as well as the likelihood of a “substantial role for librarians in curating, managing and preserving data.”¹ Data curation was also noted as a top trend in the 2012 Top Trends in Academic Libraries: a review of the trends and issues affecting academic libraries and higher education.² The 2014 report reiterated the potential for collaborative opportunities in data management and also described the possibilities for growth in the support of digital humanities.³ Jaguszewski and Williams also discussed the emerging role of a hybrid model of liaison librarianship and “functional specialists” in their 2013 ARL report.⁴ Indeed these new positions were conceived as functional specialists, situated within the library’s reference, instruction and academic engagement department where, in addition to having liaison responsibilities to specific departments, they would also provide functional support across disciplines.

In order for the librarians in these new positions to be successful, we understood that we would not only need to integrate these new roles into the library’s culture, but also understand the digital scholarship and data management landscape at DePaul. We began this process early, inviting faculty already teaching in the areas of data journalism and digital humanities to serve on the search committees for these positions. Once hired, the librarians in these new positions developed a series of professional development workshops for existing library staff, introducing participants to the text mining capabilities offered through the HathiTrust Research Center, as well the data cleaning capabilities afforded by OpenRefine software. Beyond the library, the titles of these newly
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created positions and their position descriptions certainly provided some initial directions for how to begin developing relationships with faculty stakeholders, and Johnson’s 2018 literature review on the evolution of liaison librarians affirmed that listening to faculty needs is essential, but where to start? 

Studio χ, the newly established center for digital humanities mentioned above, was similarly invested in understanding who else on campus was interested or already participating in digital scholarship and data initiatives in order to expand their reach beyond their initial steering group. Together, the library and Studio χ recognized that a survey could help identify the existing level of interest in digital scholarship methods and help discover who is using them. We also sought to understand what tools and methods faculty would like to include in their teaching and research, but either don’t know how to use or access. Partnering with Studio χ in the creation and delivery of the survey and subsequent interviews provided a systematic process for identifying key stakeholders and library champions, as well as formal process for listening to what faculty need in terms of support from the library and beyond. This partnership with Studio χ likely helped us reach more faculty than a library produced survey alone would have done. It also helped cement the relationship between Studio χ and the library, establishing the necessary conditions for continued conversations about collaboration. Similarly, the survey opened up formal and informal channels for conversations with faculty stakeholders. This effort created and developed relationships at a key moment, affirming Lankes’s assertion that “knowledge is created through conversation,” and that librarians need to be part of the conversation in order to facilitate knowledge creation in their communities. Gerber confirms the importance of creating conditions for these conversations, noting that “seeking conversations with faculty helped develop the library’s understanding of the [digital humanities] landscape,” leading to new partnerships and innovations. 

Fontenot and Bright claim that “academic librarians can serve as a central link between different disciplines to help bolster academic relationships across the university and establish research networks between departments.” As we will show, one of the prominent themes emerging from this study was relationship building. We will demonstrate how the process we used enhanced opportunities for faculty engagement and cross-departmental collaboration. We believe the process we conducted, combined with the data we collected, will provide opportunities to promote the library’s position on campus as a space where novices and experts can meet and establish mutually beneficial connections through conversations.

**Survey Development**

In developing the survey, the Digital Scholarship and Data Services librarian looked to existing resources, networks, and opportunities. For example, Ithaka S+R surveys and reports constitute a very useful resource that was consulted during the process of survey development. Institutions and librarians interested in building a digital scholarship center or providing services in the area of digital scholarship and data services can also draw upon the resources provided by the Coalition for Networked Information (CNI). In 2017, CNI and the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) organized a second Digital Scholarship Planning Workshop that one of the authors of this article had an opportunity to attend. This workshop provided a venue for participants to investigate the digital scholarship options at their respective institutions, and explore how different institutions approach digital scholarship services. The Digital Library Federation eResearch Network is yet another career development opportunity for new appointees at library institutions whose title include the word “digital.” Offered virtually, the professional development program offered through the Digital Library Federation allows new appointees to network and meet colleagues at other institutions who are building the same or similar services and concerned with similar issues. A set of practical assignments provide an opportunity to prepare for the real tasks likely to be faced by people building digital scholarship programs and data services. Both Digital
Scholarship and Data Services Librarian had the opportunity to attend the DLF’s eResearch Network program in 2017.

While the educational opportunities for librarians building new digital services are certainly not scarce, building new services at an institution requires input from a number of constituents. During the process of survey development, we recognized that knowing what type of questions were being asked at other institutions, and being able to compare results across institutions might be an additional and helpful guiding point. While each institution is unique and a one-model-fits-all solution does not exist, we believe that encouraging institutions to share questions and answers may increase our shared understanding of the landscape around digital scholarship, data services, and scholarly communication. We envision a repository of sorts that would ingest the questions from different institutions. At the same time, certain key demographic characteristics of the institution would be added to the repository. In this way, the library that is setting out to distribute a survey can become familiar with the questions that were already asked at different institutions but also identify questions that are suited for their own institution. Upon completion of the survey, the results can be shared and, in some cases, even pooled to perceive broader trends in the area of digital scholarship. LibQual+\textsuperscript{13} comes close to the type of repository that is envisioned here. An advantage of implementing LibQual+ is the ability to compare the results from your institution to peer institutions.\textsuperscript{14} However, rather than focusing on assessing the quality of existing services, the tool/repository imagined here would gather and offer questions about the development of potential services while also allowing users to see how responses from a home institution compare to those of peer institutions. In our case, we leveraged our existing relationships and reached out to colleagues who had recently conducted similar surveys. Our survey employed six questions that originated from a Penn State University questionnaire that was conducted back in 2012\textsuperscript{15} which facilitated a comparison between the results from our two institutions. While Penn State is considerably larger than DePaul, a similar number of responses to our respective questionnaires was obtained, and some of the trends perceived at the two institutions were very similar.

Survey Methodology and Demographics

The survey was distributed to all faculty members (~1,950) in June 2017, and closed in September 2017. Qualtrics software was used for survey design. Upon completion, from December 2017 until March 2018, the Digital Scholarship Librarian and Data Services Librarian conducted interviews with two dozen faculty members at DePaul. Faculty were able to indicate that they were interested in participating in a follow up interview as part of the survey, but we also solicited recommendations for additional faculty to speak with during the interview process. These recommendations provided us with a way to connect to other key stakeholders and build the digital scholarship network.

DePaul has ten colleges and is a mid-sized urban educational institution with 22,437 students located in Chicago with two campuses, one situated in the residential Lincoln Park neighborhood and the other in the downtown Chicago Loop area. While some of the colleges are quite large, some are smaller and do not have as many faculty. As a result, we decided to keep all questions optional, including the demographic questions, since some answers may have revealed faculty identities. During the analysis process, we concentrated only on the answers from faculty members who provided their demographic information, 221, representing a ~12% response rate. Answers were received from all ten colleges and from all ranks of faculty. The largest number of responses were received from the College of Science and Health, and the College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences which comprise the two largest colleges at DePaul. 52% of the respondents identified as female, 45% as male, and 3% as Other.
Results
One of the questions we were keen to answer when starting this project was how faculty rate themselves in area of digital scholarship. While it is difficult to assess your knowledge of digital scholarship skills, it is possible to measure how, in general, you fare in the area of digital scholarship.

Most of the faculty surveyed self-identified as advanced beginners in the use of digital scholarship methods (53/24.65%), followed by competent (49/22.79%), proficient (40/20.47%), novice (40/18.60%), expert (15/6.51%) and not sure (14/6.98%). In other words, approximately 50% of faculty surveyed identified as not sure, novice, or advanced beginners whereas the other half identified as competent, proficient, and expert. This almost equal split across the six categories indicates the areas where we would like to see improvement in the future: we would like to increase the number of faculty who identify as competent, proficient or experts, while also decreasing the number of faculty across colleges who identify as not sure, novice or advanced beginner. Figure 1 indicates the distribution of self-rank.

A relatively large number of Associate Professors (24) identified as advanced beginners. This may be due to a lack of time and energy (due to the pursuit of tenure) to devote to the continued development of digital skills.

The self-ranking indicated several differences between colleges, in particular the College of Science and Health and the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. The majority of faculty who participated in the survey from the College of Science and Health consider themselves proficient (13) and competent (13) while the majority of participants at the College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences self-rated as advanced beginner (22). Figure 2 indicates this difference.

Other differences were also observed. For example, most of the participants from the College of Education, self-rated as novice (7) whereas proficient was the category that the majority of participants from the College of Computing and Digital Media chose (7). Most of the participants from the Driehaus College of Business rated themselves as either competent (7) or proficient (7). We do note, however, that faculty who self-rated as experts in the area of digital scholarship are represented across all colleges, as do faculty who rank themselves novice, not sure, and advanced beginner.
To better understand the digital scholarship landscape at our institution, we asked a question that attempted to differentiate between methods/tools that faculty currently incorporate into their teaching and research, and those they would like to incorporate into their teaching and research in the future. Figure 3 visualizes the difference between current use and an interest in using digital scholarship methods and tools for both teaching and research:

As Figure 3 indicates, visualization tools, social network analysis, digital mapping tools, text analytics, data mining as well as digital storytelling, computational analysis of images, 3D modeling, markup, show the largest difference in terms of how many faculty currently use these methods, and how many are interested in using them. These results provide us with pointers for the areas where we should be focusing our energies on in the future.

Figure 4 delves deeper into the interested in using category and highlights the distribution of votes for digital scholarship technologies and methods across teaching and research categories:
According to Figure 4, with the exception of statistical software, data mining, digital mapping, computational analysis of images, the level of interest in using technologies and tools is greater for teaching than for research. We also notice that visualization tools, text analytics tools, statistical software, data mining, social network analysis, digital publishing, digital storytelling, and digital mapping represent the most popular technology categories for faculty at DePaul.

As these results indicate, faculty are interested in a wide range of digital scholarship methods and tools. The categories indicating more interest in using than current use provide us with indicators for prioritization.

Library as a Connector

When asked, “What type of educational workshops and opportunities would support your digital scholarship research and teaching,” faculty responded that developing additional skills would be most helpful for both teaching (144) and research (147). Working with other units was the second-ranked category deemed helpful for both teaching (82) and research (104). Other categories included identifying collaborators (83—research and 68—teaching) and better access to resources (82—research and 67—teaching). Securing funding was deemed more helpful for research (104) than (52) for teaching.

The developing additional skills response supports earlier findings regarding the types of digital scholarship skills in which faculty are interested. The number of responses for the working with other units and identifying collaborators categories signal the need for an internal network of digital scholarship experts of sorts, and reinforces our desire to provide networking opportunities for faculty. For example, the interview process revealed—outside of the regular interview protocol questions—that faculty would like to see the library do more to leverage its position a connector on campus:

“It can be very broad but you [the library] can tie things, you can make connections that normally wouldn’t be made through online tools. It’s part of the communication process…”

“I feel that the library is a perfect vehicle for this and that it could be sort of like the central distribution hub of everybody’s work where people can sort of be more in touch with what’s going on with other faculty members and other research projects. And you could get people involved that you would normally oversee or not think of… There’s something happening here that can be used over there.”

“So, if there was a way for the library to have a system to deliver all of those things that different people have put together, I think that would be very useful.”
Making connections between people and campus resources in order to assist with the development of digital scholarship projects is one of our future goals.

**Citation Management, Expert Searching, Long-Term Preservation**

In addition to the areas identified above, the survey and the interviews identified three additional themes: citation management, expert searching, long-term preservation. While the majority (136) of faculty members indicated no use of citation management tools for the purpose of managing citations, many are interested in citation management workshops, especially with respect to their research (101) and (57) teaching. The survey and interviews also confirmed that faculty are interested in improving their information searching expertise, and helping students identify relevant literature for their classes and assignments. Faculty also indicated an additional area of improvement: saving and preserving research materials and data. 29 faculty indicated that they either Strongly disagree (1), Somewhat disagree (18), Disagree (10) that it is easy for them to save/archive their work.

**Discussion**

The results of the survey revealed a range of interests in digital scholarship across disciplines. While faculty in the College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences showed the most interest in textual analysis, it is not stated as a top priority for faculty in the College of Science and Health, where support for statistical software, data mining, and visualization tools take higher priority. The Theatre School and College of Communication indicated the most interest in social network analysis, but the College of Business prioritized data mining. These findings suggest the need for a customized approach to supporting the divergent needs of the various colleges. However, customizing training and support would not only require more librarians trained in digital scholarship methods, it would also require the provision of access to more digital scholarship tools. For example, at present time, the library does not have access to its own server. This means that while access to instances of Omeka/Neatline, Scalar, and WordPress blogging platform may be obtained through the library, the overall management is hosted externally. This type of configuration suffers from certain limitations, and in particular curbs our efforts to introduce open source tools, platforms, or software. Also, while the current digital scholarship librarian can adapt her skill set to a variety of the digital scholarship methods and tools identified in our survey, we also want to make sure that “digital scholarship roles and services are not solely dependent on a single individual within the organization,” as suggested by Dan Cohen, Vice Provost, Dean and Professor at Northeastern University, during the CNI-ARL workshop in 2017.

Until such time that we have more support for the areas of digital scholarship and data services, our plan is to draw on our internal expertise and offer one-on-one consultations and a menu of workshops available on an on-demand basis in the areas of our current expertise (e.g. expert searching, citation management, text analysis, digital mapping, visualization tools, digital publishing, markup technologies). We also plan to reach out to Associate Professors who are interested in digital technologies, but who may lack time or resources to advance their digital scholarship skills.

The library has already begun to support a number of initiatives identified in our results, such as digital publishing, providing the externally hosted instances of Omeka/Neatline, WordPress, and Scalar mentioned above. Our institutional repository, Via Sapientiae, provides a publishing platform for a number of open-access journals hosted by departments and faculty members. Additionally, our Wikipedian-in-residence provides support for faculty wishing to incorporate Wikipedia editing into the curriculum.

The library has also offered several workshops that fall under the broad area of digital mapping; teaching faculty how to incorporate Neatline into classroom instruction, for example. Two text mining workshops were of-
ffered in 2017, one, in collaboration with Studio χ, geared towards faculty, which focused on using the HathiTrust digital library analytics platform to analyze volumes in the HathiTrust digital library, and another more general workshop aimed at library staff. Studio χ and the library have also begun to support digital storytelling, recruiting the experts from StoryCenter, who delivered two successful workshops. Finally, a DePaul faculty member who is an expert in the area of social network analysis, was recruited to conduct a workshop in 2018 on the use of Gephi, an open source tool for social network analysis.

As these examples show, a number of workshops and professional development opportunities for faculty have been offered by Studio χ and the library. However, one aspect that we still have not been able to address is the proposed interval and regularity for these workshops in the future. Additionally, while we have already begun to provide support in the areas discussed above, other areas such as visualization tools, statistical software, and data mining have received less support. These, in fact, represent areas that we will be focusing on going forward.

Unrelated to our survey results, the second floor of the Lincoln Park campus library underwent a significant change and renovation in 2017. A number of teaching and learning spaces were created, including media production studios and a “MakerHub” which supports 3D printing, vinyl and laser cutting, and sewing. Renovations also included media production studios and a Prysm visualization screen intended to support collaborative work. The addition of each of these spaces represents significant support for the emergent and current interest of faculty in the areas such as 3D modeling, media editing, and visualization.

**Building Connections**

Although the process of transcribing the interviews with 24 faculty members continues at the time of publication, one theme has already emerged. As mentioned earlier, faculty expressed their need to connect to other departments and learn of developments in other units across campus. In support of this need, the DePaul Library, in partnership with Studio χ, initiated a series of “Research Meet & Greet” events in autumn 2018. In order to bring faculty from different departments and colleges together to share information about their projects and interests, each event features a different faculty speaker presenting on their research, followed by a series of lightning talks. This forum also provides an opportunity to network and ask questions. The biggest challenge currently is finding the most convenient time for faculty to attend. The “Research Meet & Greet” events have also provided our librarians with an opportunity to grow their personal networks and learn more about projects and research happening throughout the university.

Our results revealed we already have a number of experts at DePaul in a variety of areas, such as digital mapping, social network analysis, data mining and digital storytelling. Beyond “Research Meet and Greet,” the interviews uncovered the need for an internal network of sorts through which one could identify researchers, departments, and centers able to provide assistance with statistical, textual or data analysis. Like many institutions, DePaul promotes a network of faculty and staff experts (https://resources.depaul.edu/newsroom/find-an-expert/Pages/default.aspx) available to speak to external audiences on a variety of subjects, but our results indicate a need for an internal network. We hope to create a similar resource in order to provide a way for us to associate particular digital scholarship skills with particular experts/units/centers/resources on campus. This type of mapping and networking resource would be available to DePaul researchers who are trying to find answers to their digital scholarship needs and queries.

Our plan is to continue to develop our partnerships with Studio χ and our Center for Teaching and Learning. The Library already collaborates with these centers; offering workshops and educational opportunities. We will continue to explore other opportunities for partnerships as they arise.
Finally, as the process of conducting the survey and interviews with faculty members revealed, one of the library’s largest assets are the relationships that subject liaisons have with faculty, and that take years to cultivate and grow. We plan to intentionally and thoughtfully leverage these relationships in order to expand our social and professional campus network. These relationships can be leveraged to advertise the menu of services that we plan to offer, and help us identify and associate digital scholarship skills with particular faculty and/or units. It is these relationships that we believe will help us function as a research hub at the university able to “see things that are not visible to all.”

**Conclusion**

Supporting digital scholarship and data services at any institution is a complex task. Digital Scholarship and Data Services are multi-faceted areas that incorporate a number of technologies, services, and platforms. The results of our survey point to notable differences between colleges that, in turn, lead us to recommend a diversified approach to supporting the needs of faculty. The results also indicate a need for a broadly conceived digital scholarship educational program. We plan to customize and individualize our suite of services by offering a menu of on-demand workshops and one-on-one consultations in order to increase our ability to support these areas. The library will continue to bolster digital scholarship services in cooperation with two centers at the university and also work on aligning specific digital scholarship skills with different units and faculty members. Throughout this process, it has become apparent that one of the largest assets we have are personal relationships that often may take years to build. We plan to continue growing our digital scholarship program by drawing strength from the networks that we have established.
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